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Dearest Anne-Judith Katzir 2009-05-01 An Israeli girl’s coming of age is told through a diary addressed to Anne Frank in this powerful novel—“a temple of love to the imaginary” (Time Out Israel). Love is both the question and the
answer in this lyrical novel by one of Israel’s best-selling authors. Returning to her hometown as an adult, Rivi Shenhar discovers a collection of her old diaries—impassioned, plaintive journals she addressed to Anne Frank while growing
up in Israel in the 1970s. Reading them takes her back to the isolated, lonely girl she was, living alone with a distant mother, but also to the love affair that changed her life. When her young literature teacher provides an outlet for Rivi’s
frustrations, she never imagines that she will fall in love—or that such a turbulent, forbidden relationship could last so long, or become so intimate and erotically charged. Rivi’s transformation from awkward child to confident
woman—and writer—is deftly handled, in “metaphoric language that is amazingly sensuous and precise” (Globes).
Memoirs of Anne C. L. Botta-Anne Charlotte Lynch Botta 1894
The My Dearest Letters-Rodger Morrison 2004-02-01 Captivated by the beauty of a woman in a time when courtship was taboo. William uses the only means available to make the wooman he has fallen in love with aware of his
affections--he writes her letters. Set in the 1800's, this collection of letters will inspire the hopeless romantic in you.
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The fair maid of Perth. Anne of Geierstein. [v. 12] Count Robert of Paris. The surgeon's daughter. Castle Dangerous-Walter Scott 1883
The Friendship of Anne-Ellen Douglas Deland 1907
The Works of Sir Walter Scott: Anne of Geierstein, and Chronicles of the Canon gate, including The two drovers, with stories from The keepsake-Sir Walter Scott 1913
Anne-Constance Fenimore Woolson 1910
Anne Grey. A novel. [By Harriet Grove.] Edited by the author of “Granby” [i.e. T. H. Lister].-afterwards CRADOCK GROVE (Hon., Harriet) 1834
Anne Boleyn-Francis A. Terrell 1861
Annals of Sainte Anne de Beaupre- 1888
Dicks' standard plays-John Thomas Dicks 1883
The Letters of Anne Gilchrist and Walt Whitman-Anne Burrows Gilchrist 1918 This 1918 volume provides the complete letters between American poet Walt Whitman and his controversial friend, English writer Anne Gilchrist.?Gilchrist
became an avid Walt Whitman fan after reading his?Leaves of Grass. She moved to?Philadelphia?with her children in 1876 after her eldest daughter voiced an interest in attending medical school. There, Anne met Whitman and the two
formed a lasting friendship. After writing the first major criticism of?Leaves of Grass?entitled?A Woman's Estimate of Walt Whitman?around 1870, Anne began to hear rumors about the possible romantic relationship between the two.
While she and Whitman remained in touch through detailed letters, Anne moved back to England in 1879, never seeing the American poet again.
Anne Severin, by the author of 'Le récit d'une sœur' [tr. by lady G.C. Fullerton].-Pauline Marie A.A. Craven 1869
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My Dearest Cecelia-Diane Haeger 2004-04-24 A historical saga based on the legendary romance between General William T. Sherman and Georgia belle Cecelia Stovallo follows their chance meeting, desperate love and separation on
opposing sides during the Civil War, and Sherman's bypass of Augusta during his infamous march to the sea. Reprint.
Dangerous Trust-Cynthia Monet 2009-03-09 Trust within Parker Memorial Hospital suffers three months after an earthquake and deadly viral outbreak. Dr. Curtis Webb, on probation, struggles with depression and his relationship with
Anne Winters, a charge nurse. The NIH selects PMH for a new Federal Biosafety Lab. David Milliken, the new PMH general counsel, hides his covert role in biolab projects. The Department of Homeland Security wants the biosafety lab
to unfold fast, bypassing the usual competitive process. Curtis is appointed project director but refuses to take part in the dangerous plan. Values are tested through self-serving actions and a dangerous reordering of old and new
relationships. The truth forces hard choices on them all.
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The Complete Novels-Jane Austen 2006-03-28 Now in Penguin Classics Deluxe: a treasure trove of Jane Austen's novels Few novelists have conveyed the subtleties and nuances of their own social milieu with the wit and insight of Jane
Austen. Here in one volume are her seven great novels: Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Mansfield Park, Emma, Northanger Abbey, Persuasion, and Lady Susan. Through her vivacious and spirited heroines and their circle,
Austen vividly portrays English middle-class life as the eighteenth century came to a close and the nineteenth century began. Each of the novels is a love story and a story about marriage—marriage for love, for financial security, for
social status. But they are not romances; ironic, comic, and wise, they are masterly evocations of the society Jane Austen observed. This beautiful volume covers the literary career of one of England’s finest prose stylists of any century. •
A Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition with French flaps and luxurious packaging • Features the definitive Penguin Classics texts recommended by the Jane Austen Society • New introduction by bestselling author of The Jane Austen Book
Club Karen Joy Fowler For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Benedictus-Anne E. O?Neill 2011-11-08 Benedictus is a love story of both divine and human dimensions. The story of the nun is also the story of Joseph, her psychologist. It was a labyrinthian path that brought the two together in a
surprising and courageous love that changed both their lives. Twenty years of conflict over her vocation had taken Sister Anne into a void whose depths of darkness became what she called a place of Nothing. She always believed that
someone would come to help her and someone did but not as she had imagined and not in a way that the world would easily accept. It would take someone like Joseph, who was willing to risk all things professionally and personally, to
pull her out of that void. Sister Annes risk was no less; she had to hold on and meet him every step of the way. No door would be left unopened, sparing her nothing. She walked through them all, and when the last door closed behind
her, Sister Anne knew a choice had to be made.
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